EXHIBITION PROPOSALS 2014  June 2014 to June 2015.

Information: Please contact Sherryl Ryan for more information sherrylryan@cultureatwork.com.au or Mob: 0401884716

About accelerator space

ACCELERATOR: A space where art and science collide.

Accelerator is Culture at Work’s research space and is available for exhibition and curated projects relating to art, science, technology and innovation.

Individual artists, collaborative groups, curators, university research projects and interdisciplinary teams are invited to submit proposals for the 2014 program.

- exhibitions 2 weeks
- opening drinks and public talk Tuesday 6pm - 8pm
- gallery opening times Wednesday to Saturday 1pm - 5pm
- installation sunday or at alternately arranged date
- invigilation artists are required to look after the exhibition

applications

Culture at Work is seeking proposals for June 2014 to June 2015

Proposals in PDF format to be sent to info@cultureatwork.com.au and include:

- an outline the research project and its relevance to art, science, technology
- a list of your preferred start date either first or last two weeks of each month
- 6 images of previous work relating to the proposal
- a diagram of your proposed work in the space
- CV current & professional - one for each artist if it is a collaborative proposal
Installation

No attachments may be drilled or glued or nailed. Heritage listed building.

Tracks are on the walls to hang work and a lighting track on the ceiling.

Plinths must be provided by the artists.

Gallery lighting will be adjusted by Culture at Work with the artist

Room sheet information to be emailed by Tuesday morning of opening

Tool box is in the gallery storage room for use

Artists must supply all other materials

Belongings are the responsibility of artists at all times

Public Liability Insurance artists are required to provide current certificate

Insurance of art work is the responsibility of the artist not Culture at Work

Documentation

Exhibitions will be documented and archived on Accelerator Blogsite.

Text & Image

Text including artists statement and an image are required 2 weeks prior to launch.

Website, Social Media & Marketing and Promotion

Exhibitions will be promoted on the Culture at Work website and social media sites.

Artists are encouraged to promote exhibitions to their mailing lists.

Exhibition costs

Exhibition fee is $550 inc gst for 2 weeks.
Fee includes the space (paid by EFT payable one month prior to exhibition)
Bar run by licenced RSA.
Digital invitation & Room sheet. A1 Posters x 2 $25 each. Artist retain one poster.

Accelerator does not take commission for artists works sold. Donations welcome.
Bond is $330 inc gst payable by the artist/s.
Bond will be refunded upon restoration to original condition.